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The Blue Lined Socks
QUIZ
1. Who invented the mysterious liquid in the glass jar?
a. a young professor
b. a young principal
c. an old painter
d. an old professor
2. What did the mysterious liquid spill on?
a. it spilled on a shirt
b. it spilled on a pair of shoes
c. it spilled on a pair of socks
d. it spilled on a plant
3. Who wore the socks?
a. Sara
b. Stewart
c. Charles
d. Mrs. Amsley
4. What strange effects did the mysterious liquid create?
a. the socks turned blue and made Stewart walk upside down
b. the socks turned green and made Stewart invisible
c. the socks turned white and made Stewart fall asleep
d. the socks turned red and made Stewart mad
5. Why was school special on this day?
a. it was the last day of school
b. it was Picture Day at school
c. it was Pet Day at school
d. it was Pizza Day at school
6. At the breakfast table, what did Stewart tell his dad he really wanted?
a. a new pair of socks
b. a ball
c. a cat
d. a dog
7. What frightened Stewart on his way to school?
a. he thought he saw the crazy professor in the window
b. he thought he saw the ghost of Mrs. Amsley in the window
c. he a bird chased him down the street
d. he saw a bolt of lightening hit the haunted house

8. Who noticed Stewart hanging upside down in a tree?
a. Charles
b. Sara
c. the principal
d. the classroom teacher
9. What did Sara bring to school on Pet Day?
a. a turtle she named Old Amsley
b. a cat she got for her birthday
c. a ten foot long singing snake
d. a mechanical bird that winds up and chirps
10. Why was Stewart sent the principal’s office?
a. he was blamed for scaring Charles’ dog and setting the pets free
b. he was in trouble for not bring a pet on Pet Day
c. he was in trouble for bringing too many animals on Pet Day
d. he was in trouble for losing his homework
11. Why were the kids in the neighborhood afraid of The Old Amsley house?
a. they believed the ghost of Mrs. Amsley haunted it
b. they believed the ghost of mean dog haunted it
c. they believed their principal lived there
d. they believed Sara’s grandmother lived there
12. Why did Stewart go inside The Old Amsley House?
a. Sara dared him to go inside
b. the principal asked him to go inside
c. Charles dared him to go inside
d. he went inside to save Sara’s bird
13. What trick did Charles and his bully friends try to pull on Stewart?
a. they put masks over their faces to look like vampires
b. they put sheets over their heads to look like ghosts
c. they put wax over their bodies to look like statues
d. they wrapped themselves in tissue to look like mummies
14. Why did the boy’s trick fail?
a. Stewart is not afraid of make believe monsters
b. Stewart scared the boys when he got tangled in a canvas cloth
c. Sara warned Stewart about the trick
d. Sara scared the boys out of The Old Amsley House

15. What was the creature that drooled on Stewart?
a. the ghost of Mrs. Amsley
b. a vampire
c. a dog
d. a mummy
16. What did the professor do next morning?
a. he went back to City Behavioral Health Center
b. he moved into The Old Amsley House
c. he left another invention on the steps of an apartment building
d. he apologized to Stewart for causing him trouble

